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In the Born approximation as the interaction occurs with only one electron, the total cross section for
producing a K-shell vacancy with a heavy projectile is obtained by requiring the electron to be excited
above the Fermi sea. We demonstrate that for an independent-particle model of the atom this result is
true to all orders of the Born series. This means the codes currently developed for proton-hydrogen
scattering are immediately applicable to K-shell ionization.
In the Born approximation one calculates the
cross section for producing a K-shell vacancy
with a heavy projectile by requiring that the elec-
tron be excited above the Fermi sea. ' In a higher-
order calculation it is not obvious ab initio that
this is the correct thing to calculate.
A K-shell hole created by the projectile might
subsequently be filled after collision with another
electron. Further it may not be necessary to
excite the electron above the Fermi sea as holes
may have already been produced by passage of
the projectile through the atom allowing an en-
ergetically easier creation of a K-shell vacancy
by promoting the K-shell electron to one of these
holes. In this comment it is pointed out that if
one is prepared to approximate the atom by an
independent-particle model, i.e., ignore correla-
tions, rearrangement energies, and so on, then
all these processes cancel and the simple re-
quirement that the K-shell electron be excited
above the Fermi sea gives the exact prescription
for calculating the total cross section.
The importance of this result is that computer
codes developed over the years for the proton-
hydrogen problem' are now immediately applicable
to K-shell vacancy production. One can ignore
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In the interaction picture we may write this equa-
tion as
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The amplitude for producing an excited state of
the atom y& ~ is given by'
the presence of the other electrons.
A heavy projectile moving through the atom at
constant impact parameter B and constant veloc-
ity v provides a time-dependent perturbation of the
atom described by
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The total cross section for producing this state
o is given by
X~ ~ and tt) may be written as products of single-
particle wave functions X„(r}, p, (r; B, Z) suitably
antisymmetrized. Here
o' = da X& ~yB,
X (r}=e X (r) (2)
In an independent-particle model of the atom, and
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In Eq. (I) we now consider that
In Eq. (3}H~ is the single-particle Hamiltonian
and e„ the single-particle energy. The wave func-
tion!!],(r; B, Z) is labeled according to the boundary
condition it satisfies at Z= -~, i.e.,
limZ- — !!];(r; 8, Z) =g, (r) e'"'"~
where n = —Zpe'/Kv and the label i runs over
states initially occupied. We note from the
Hermiticity property of H~ that
!!](r„r„.. . , r„;R)=(vN!) 'det[g„g„. . . , ]!]„]
and that
If we require a K-shell hole none of the states
g„, X, . . . , X, can be equal to y, the ground state
of the K-shell orbit, otherwise there is no re-
striction. Summing on all n, m, ... q, etc. we
therefore can write the total cross section for
producing a K-shell vacancy as
rr =(2/N!) f d Bf n'd'r, II d' ' de|t[],(r,';B, ), . . . , ] ]F~;B, )]j
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The factor of 2 in Eq. (5} is due to spin. Noting
that an integral involving a product of
!],(r, ) ]!,(P&) det[ ]!,](r,; B, ), . . . , !!] (r„,B )]
is zero, Eq. (5) reduces to
Hence,
dB Xo
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In Eq. (6) the sum is taken over all occupied
states. However by time reversal symmetry
(6) This is just twice the result we would have ob-
tained if we had calculated the cross section for
a single electron in the K-shell being excited above
the Fermi sea.
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